
Blue Planet - Year 2 Blue Planet Project Brief 

 

An unbelievable event has taken place. You have climbed aboard a spaceship with Neil Armstrong and the 

two of you have rocketed off into space. After travelling for many months, you have finally arrived on an 

undiscovered planet called Amaura. 
 

You have met aliens who do not know anything about where you are from.  

Over the next few days you need to complete several tasks so that you can teach the aliens about planet 

Earth.  

 

In the words of our dear friend Neil Armstrong: ‘One small step for Year 2, one giant leap for 

Timbercroft Primary School!’ 

 

Present your information in any way that you like but you must include sections from each of the topic 

areas below: 
 

English 

 

-Persuasive text: write a letter 

to the Aliens persuading them to 

come and visit Earth OR write a 

letter to the people living on 

Earth persuading them to clean 

up the mess on Earth ready for 

the aliens to visit. 

 

- Write a diary about your time 

on the planet Amaura with your 

new alien friends. What have you 

done? What have you seen? How 

do you feel? What have you 

eaten? What must you wear? 

  

- Setting description:  

Look at the images below. 

Describe the setting of the 

rainforest using sensory 

language (see, smell, taste, feel, 

hear). Listen to the sound 

effects on the link below the 

picture for inspiration. 

 

- Character description: Can you 

describe your new Alien friend? 

Have a go at drawing them first 

and then write about them in 

full sentences. What do they 

look like? How do they talk? How 

do they move? What are they 

wearing? Remember to use 

interesting adjectives and vary 

your sentence openers. 

 

 

 

Spelling 

 

-Present the rules for our phase 

6 spellings as if you are teaching 

to someone who does not know 

them.  

Use bbc bitesize link below to 

revise prefixes and suffixes.  

 

Rules:  
Just add ‘ing’ 

Just add ‘ed’ 

Drop the ‘e’ add ‘ing’. 

Short vowel sound, double the 

consonant. 

Drop the ‘e’ add ‘ed’. 

Drop the ‘y’ add ‘ied’ 

 

Suffixes:(end of the root word) 

-ed 

-ing 

-ly 

-ful 

 

Prefixes: (start of the root 

word) 

-un 

-dis 

-im 

 

 

Grammar and punctuation 

 

-We all know how important 

capital letters and full stops 

are, but do the aliens 

understand? Can you write out 

some sentences showing good 

examples of punctuation and 

some bad examples of 

punctuation? Teach those aliens! 

 

-Create a poster explaining what 

each of the following word types 

are: nouns, adjectives, verbs and 

adverbs. You can draw images or 

provide examples to help you.  

 

-Create sentences using past 

tense verbs. Create sentences 

using present tense verbs 

Underline your past or present 

tense verbs in a different 

colours e.g. blue for past tense, 

red for present tense.  

 

-Create sentences that show 

excellent examples of 

conjunctions. Underline the 

subordinating and coordinating 

conjunctions in different 

colours; use BBC Bitesize to 

remind you of the difference.  

 

 



Art / Design technology 

 

-Recreate your own colour wheel 

using primary and secondary 

colours. You may use paints, 

pastels, pencils or pens to do 

this however paints are easier 

to blend and mix. If you would 

like to create your colour wheel 

digitally, that is fine also but 

each section must be labelled.  

 

-Pick a habitat in the world (e.g. 

desert, ocean, rainforest, 

grasslands, forest) and sketch a 

landscape, focusing on scale.  

If you would like to include 

colour think about the following: 

colouring pencils, chalk, pastels 

or paints. 

 

- Sketch a portrait of yourself 

(in pencil), using the correct 

facial proportions, please see 

the video below. 

Geography 

 

-List the 7 continents and 5 

oceans of the world. You can 

colour and label a pre-printed 

world map or choose to draw 

your own.  

 

-Pick a continent and research 

the different animals and plants 

that you might find. 

 

- Make a survival kit for THREE 

of the following habitats: 

desert, ocean, rainforest, 

grasslands, forest, polar. 

*Think about:  

Temperature - how hot or cold 

will it be? 

Weather - is it likely to rain or 

snow/ dry with sunshine? 

Food/drink - what is the best 

food for you to eat? What will 

you be able to carry? What is 

the best liquid to be drinking? 

Population - how many people 

will you be with, if any?  

Shelter - where will you sleep, 

cook, rest?  

Science 

 

-Pick a habitat in the world (e.g. 

desert, ocean, rainforest, 

grasslands, forest) and create 

animal food chains to show how 

energy is transferred, starting 

with the sun. You can select any 

plants or animals that you like as 

long as they fit in with your 

chosen habitat.  

 

-The aliens do not know how 

plants grow. In fact, they’ve 

never seen a plant before! Can 

you explain how a plant grows 

using diagrams and showing each 

step from the seed/bean to a 

fully grown plant. 

Underneath ,explain what a plant 

needs to grow healthily.  

 

-Look at the list below of things 

that you might find in the 

oceans. Drawing pictures, can 

you explain whether each is 

living, dead or never been alive: 

-seaweed 

-sand 

-sea water 

-whale 

-jellyfish 

-plastic bottle 

-crab 

-a shark’s skeleton 

-seashell  

Useful links 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_38JDGnr0vA (Blue Planet) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=njTIYRkXdK4 (Colour Wheel) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/how-to-draw-a-portrait/zk28qp

3 (Drawing a portrait) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z96r82p (Food Chains) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6BE4VcYngQ (The Oceans Song) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8mxrwx (Prefixes & Suffixes) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8myYyMg1fFE (Rainforest sound effects) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx882hv/articles/zxdsvcw (BBC 

rainforests) 

www.twinkl.co.uk/offer (enter code UKTWINKLHELPS) 
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Rainforest 

 
 
 


